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ABSTRACT
We describe a scalable network management visualization
system called LiveRAC that uses live streaming data and
implements a novel accordion drawing + semantic zoom in-
teraction technique. The field deployed system helps net-
work operations staff manage complex environments. The
LiveRAC visualization system shows alarm and metric data
such as CPU usage and available memory for a large collec-
tion of machines simultaneously using semantic zooming,
allowing the user to choose which servers to inspect with
detailed charts while still showing a compressed view of the
entire information space.
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INTRODUCTION
Network and internet services have grown enormously in
the past two decades and have become critical to all aspects
of modern business. Delivering these services present chal-
lenges of scale, complexity and reliability. One common ap-
proach to reliably providing network services is to contract
out critical aspects of data infrastructure into highly concen-
trated data warehouses to be maintained by a provider which
specializes in these environments. Although many technical
hurdles have been overcome, there remains a human prob-
lem of monitoring and managing data warehouses which
can host tens of thousands of physical and virtual servers.
Network management staff must have access to specific sys-
tem details while maintaining awareness of the state of the
managed environment and respecting individual customer
requirements.

Visualization addresses the problem of interpreting large-
scale data sets by leveraging knowledge of human percep-
tion. The growing variety of network assets and the in-
creased scale of data warehouses has resulted in a paucity
of effective network management visualization tools. While
an enormous number of automation, ticketing and single-
system forensic applications exist to support network man-
agement, comparatively few tools offer visualization to sup-
port network operations staff and even fewer provide visu-
alizations that are useful. Most commercially available net-
work support tools target either high level dashboards that

do little more than provide summary statistics that fail to
capture the complexity of the underlying system state. For
example, some dashboard systems [29, 17, 8] use thresholds
that rate the monitoring state as ”healthy” if some percentage
of systems is available and responding. In actual data centers
the environment may be very ”unhealthy” if a single critical
system is down, or still be healthy if five hundred machines
are down for scheduled maintenance. Oversimplifications
add little value for a network management professional and
can even be actively harmful. Other network management
tools, such as sniffers, are very effective at forensics but are
difficult to apply on the scale of thousands of devices. A
wide gap exists in most of these systems between overview
and detail views, and this is an area which has traditionally
proved fruitful for visualization. [[reference]]

This paper presents a field deployed visualization system
called LiveRAC that provides both overview and detail views
of live network management data and implements a novel
accordion drawing + semantic zoom information visualiza-
tion technique. The objective of the LiveRAC system is
to provide network management staff a middle-ground be-
tween high-level overview and detail oriented tools. We be-
gin by providing background on network management staff
tasks and establishing design requirements, followed by re-
lated work. We then introduce the features of LiveRAC, and
describe the system’s architecture. Finally, we will discuss
our formative evaluation of the system, followed by future
work and conclusions.

NETWORK MANAGEMENT STAFF
The role of a network management professional in a man-
aged hosting service environment is to meet or exceed ”ser-
vice level agreements” (SLAs) that have been established
between the hosting provider and each of their customers.
These agreements specify all aspects of the services that will
be provided and typically include elements such as:

• What services will be provided to the customer

• How these services will be delivered

• How service delivery will be benchmarked

• Consequences if the service agreement is not met

These agreements often specify at very fine grained detail
how long each system may be down each month, what main-
tenance is to be performed, and how quickly alarms must
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be addressed and resolved. Adding to the complexity, cus-
tomers select their own vendors for computer and network-
ing equipment resulting in a highly heterogeneous environ-
ment with radically different configurations between cus-
tomers. Delivering on the SLA agreements requires a com-
bination of business and network management skill sets. Ef-
fective network management for thousands of devices is an
activity that consists of many individual tasks. High level
network management activities include:

• Alarm monitoring and response

• Incident investigation

• Capacity planning

Performing any of these high level tasks may be composed
of a profusion of mid-level activities which include inter-
preting the state of the network environment, obtaining in-
dividual system details, reviewing log files, developing or
following solution recipes, communicating information, and
general problem solving.

To help manage complexity, network management staffs are
divided into multiple response ”tiers”:

• Tier 1 is responsible for monitoring and responding to un-
expected events and are typically notified of these events
through an alarm & ticketing system. Tier 1 staff do initial
incident investigation to see whether the problem matches
a set of predefined solution recipes that have been pro-
vided for common problems. If the problem does not
match a recipe, or cannot be resolved within a time win-
dow defined by the SLA, the tier 1 staff escalates the inci-
dent to tier 2.

• Tier 2 staff perform a similar function to tier 1, although
they may gather more extensive system forensics and are
less dependent on pre-made solution recipes. As with tier
1, if the problem cannot be resolved within the time de-
fined by the SLA, or if the solution requires architectural
changes to the monitored systems it will be passed on to
tier 3.

• Tier 3 (and higher) network operations staff have a less
reactive role than in tier 1 and 2. In addition to resolving
problems passed on from tier 2, they are often engaged in
a capacity planning and architectural roles.

We have focused on developing our system for a group of tier
3 professionals called ’Life Cycle Engineers’ (LCEs). LCEs
are senior network operations staff who are assigned specif-
ically to one or more customer accounts. Key aspects of
their role include understanding the customer’s environment
as it is configured in the data warehouse, assessing and ana-
lyzing current system state, forecasting future requirements
and communicating this information with customers.

NETWORK VISUALIZATION SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIRE-
MENTS

Our initial requirements for this project were generated from
the first author’s professional background in deploying net-
work management and monitoring systems, performing net-
work forensics and architecting data centre solutions on the
scale of thousands of CPUs. We validated and augmented
these requirements through collaboration and iterative de-
sign with senior network management professionals and re-
searchers at AT&T Inc., one of the largest managed hosting
services providers in the world.

High level requirements include allowing a network profes-
sional to:

• Assimilate overall system state at a finer level of granu-
larity than simple dashboards of how many systems were
”up” or ”down”. The data presented must support the
network professional’s own analytical reasoning.

• Obtain monitored system metrics without sacrificing overview.
Typically navigating to view individual metrics for a sys-
tem means sacrificing overview of the system state. Multi-
ple monitors helps, but requiring head movement or mak-
ing large eye saccades makes it difficult to perform direct
comparisons and maintain complete system awareness.

• Correlate alarms and tickets with system metrics. Most
automated systems suffer from huge numbers of false pos-
itives. Many of these are handled by automated filters,
but some require investigation by an ops staff member.
System metrics provide a good second-level filter for de-
termining if an alarm is a false positive or if further in-
vestigation is required. False positives from a single data
warehouse can be on the order of hundreds of thousands
of alarms per month.

• Dynamically customize thresholds. Operations staffs need
to be able to fine tune threshold parameters of the visual-
ization to meet SLA requirements of particular customers.
Making this dynamic allows easier data exploration by let-
ting staff members ask questions such as, ”What machines
have CPU peaks of more than 85%?” and obtain answers
quickly.

• View and export raw data. The raw stat data and full alarm
text is required for investigation of specific incidents. To
better integrate with existing tools, and to share data with
customers, the visualization system needs the capability
to export the raw data.

RELATED WORK
Information Visualization
Information visualization leverages the data collection and
aggregation power of computers to augment cognition. The
human visual channel is the highest bandwidth perceptual
system we possess for information acquisition [28]. Infor-
mation visualization systems sort and display information in
a manner that allows an analyst to create mental models of
the underlying data, and mine this data for correlations and
outliers.

Focus+context [38] is a family of visualization techniques
which provide context-situated data views for user-selected
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regions of interest. These techniques provide useful contex-
tual data in support of the user’s primary activity and assist
user navigation within the dataset by providing spatial posi-
tion data. Many of these techniques use distortion or aggre-
gation to concurrently view the entire data set [14, 10, 11,
33, 7]. Distortion-free approaches to focus+context displays
also exist using glyphs [9, 31] or rectilinear approaches as in
Table Lens [32]. LiveRAC shares the TableLens rectilinear
focus+context approach to visualizing tabular data, but uses
a different interaction approach called accordion drawing
(AD) introduced below. Unlike LiveRAC, TableLens does
not support live, streaming data or dynamic modification of
the data set.

LiveRAC uses a visualization and interaction technique called
accordion drawing (AD) [18]. Accordion drawing combines
rubber sheet navigation [34] and guaranteed visibility (GV).
Rubber sheet navigation is a focus+context interaction metaphor
where the user manipulates the display as though it was a
rubber sheet tacked down at the borders. Navigation opera-
tions can stretch and compress arbitrary regions of the dis-
play. Multiple focus areas are possible with rubber sheet
navigation, as different regions can be stretched to a de-
sired size. During navigation landmarks or regions of in-
terest may become compressed such that they are not visible
if another region of the display is dramatically expanded, or
when viewing a very large data set. In many application do-
mains it can be desirable to have regions of the display which
are always visible irrespective of navigation activities. These
regions, called critical zones [20], are provided by GV. Visu-
alization systems implementing GV ensure that marked re-
gions will remain visible regardless of the information den-
sity. LiveRAC uses and extends the PRISAD infrastructure
by introducing fully dynamic data structures that allow grid
lines to be added and removed at run time, and providing a
framework for semantic zoom in AD.

Semantic zoom is a visualization technique that represents
graphic objects differently depending on the apparent size
of the object to the user. This technique does not simply
increase the polygon count or detail of an object that is oc-
cupying more display pixels, but changes the type of visual
representation to one most appropriate for its display area.
For example, when occupying a small region of space a cal-
endar object might display only a list of high priority events
and the dates of those events in text. When the region is
enlarged, the calendar can lay out the more familiar month
view. The first visualization system to implement seman-
tic zoom was Pad [30], and it has also been integrated into
focus+context visualizations [4]. LiveRAC is the first sys-
tem to implement a semantic zoom framework in accordion
drawing.

Matrix layouts are a common way to encode tabular data in
information visualization systems. [3, 32, 36, 37, 39] With
computer supported visualization, it is possible to interac-
tively reorder a matrix view to help find correlations in the
data, an idea documented by Bertin [5], and also applied by
several visualization systems [39, 15, 21, 22]. LiveRAC uses
a reorderable matrix layout for data. The key differences be-

tween LiveRAC and previous approaches are the use of the
accordion drawing metaphor. LiveRAC is the first accordion
drawing visualization system to support dynamically adding,
removing and reordering data.

Statistical Graphics
Statistical graphics, also called data graphics or quantitative
graphics, is the projection of abstract shapes representing
observed quantitative data onto a co-ordinate system. Sta-
tistical graphics are used extensively in scientific and busi-
ness literature, and have been studied by both the statistics
and design communities. [12, 6, 41, 42, 43, 44]. LiveRAC’s
graphics library includes sparklines, line charts, scatter plots,
bar charts and histograms.

Time Series Data
Time series data consists of any data elements which have
a time dimension, such as an ordered list of [time, value]
pairs. Data from most sources which are sampled at regu-
lar intervals preserve a time dimension, including many sci-
ence and engineering data sets. Other visualization systems
which have used time series data includes [48, 47, 16, 26].
All data visualized by LiveRAC has a time dimension. Liv-
eRAC provides a matrix view of time series data. LiveRAC
also uses dynamic queries [35] in a linked view for interact-
ing with the time dimension, similar to TimeSearcher [16].
LiveRAC differs from TimeSearcher in application domain,
and the use of the accordion drawing visual metaphor.

Network and Systems Visualization Tools
A large body of visualization tools have been developed for
performing security and fault analysis on computers and com-
puter networks. These range from basic tools such as packet
analysis software like Ethereal [13] to web based viewers for
intrusion detection alarm data such as Analysis Console for
Intrusion Databases (ACID) [2]. A plethora of interactive vi-
sualization tools have been developed for studying this data,
including [25, 3, 23, 1]. SWIFT [24] is a system developed
at AT&T Labs, Inc. - Research to collect and display stream-
ing network data. LiveRAC connects to the SWIFT system,
which is described in more detail in Section .

Interaction technique papers
* Need some interaction technique, participatory design &
field study related work references here * Some possibilities:
[27, 50, 49, 46]?

THE LIVERAC APPLICATION
LiveRAC is a visualization system for monitoring and ex-
ploring alarm and statistical data from network assets. The
main window consists of a large data-view area, and a tool
panel located immediately below. Unless otherwise speci-
fied, the discussion below refers to the data-view region.

Layout
LiveRAC presents a matrix view of the data in an accor-
dion drawing infrastructure. Rows represent network de-
vices, and each column represents a group of one or more
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Figure 1. LiveRAC is a network management visualization system.
Rows represent network assets, columns represent groups of monitored
parameters. Users interact with the application by ’stretching’ and
’squishing’ parts of the data area. Regions-of-interest display addi-
tional data, compressed regions show high-level aggregate information.

monitored parameters. Each matrix cell contains an area-
aware data graphic representation of the underlying data.
The number of nodes in the data set can be larger than the
number of display pixels available. Regions with data den-
sity that exceed the number of pixels in the display are ag-
gregated. The user specifies foci by stretching and squishing
display regions through navigation actions on the data set.

Color
The smallest data graphic representation for a single cell is
a colored box. This color is preserved as a background even
when other data graphics are drawn overtop at higher levels
of zoom. Colors can be user defined, although by default
LiveRAC uses the color profile adopted for another internal
network management tool used at AT&T. Although these are
not maximally discriminable colors, we have found they are
adequate in practice and preserving familiarity for end users
was a design priority.

Color saturation is used to encode data density. A non-
aggregated cell has a base saturation of 25%. As a cell
is expanded, the saturation level decreases proportionally
with area to a minimum of .05%. [[Magic numbers may
change without notice. Void where prohibited. Consult your
doctor before entering these values.]] We follow the color
use guidelines of Ware [45] recommending that large areas
should use de-saturated colors. Decreasing saturation level
also makes the semantic representation contained within the
cell more readable by providing increased contrast. The en-
forced minimum ensures the severity level of the cell will al-
ways be visible regardless of how large it is expanded. Our
formula for computing cell saturation is provided in Equa-
tion 1, where we define B as being the base saturation of a
non-aggregated cell, M as being the minimum saturation for
a cell, K as the size at which minimum saturation is achieved
and S as the current size of the cell.

B −M

K
S (1)

Saturation increases when cells are aggregated as described
below.

Aggregation
Data aggregation is applied when there are more devices
in a region of the display than pixels available to display
them. Aggregation allows the system to take a rules-based
approach for selecting what value to display for a given pixel.
The naive alternative is to draw every value underneath the
pixel, with the first, last, or blended value being the one the
user sees. In addition to the obvious inefficiency of this ap-
proach, the result is unlikely to yield the most relevant in-
formation for the user. LiveRAC provides four aggregation
functions: minimum, maximum, mean and cardinality.

Guaranteed visibility
Critical alarms, critical threshold incursions and search re-
sults are marked using guaranteed visibility (GV) groups.
The critical markings were selected on the basis of their im-
portance to users of the system. We had been told explicitly
by senior network management staff, even those that are not
involved in day-to-day operations, that they like to check in
and find out how many critical events have occurred. GV
ensures these critical alarms are visible.

Search results must also be marked with GV. Without us-
ing GV, search results might be hidden in highly aggregated
regions.

Semantic Zoom

(a)
Color
Block

(b)
Sparkline

(c) Reduced line
chart

(d) Full size line chart

Figure 2. An example of semantic zoom on a line chart. (a) Only a color
swatch is displayed. (b) The chart has been changed to a sparkline
graphic. (c) The line chart has been reduced in size, the legend has
been removed and labels are more sparse. (d) A full sized line chart is
displayed.

Semantic zoom (SZ) is a visualization technique where dif-
ferent representations of data are presented at different lev-
els of zoom. LiveRAC uses SZ to provide a hierarchy of
representations for data. We designed a GUI configuration
panel to assist users in creating this hierarchy. Representa-
tion specific options are available through the GUI such as
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chart grids, labeling, borders and padding. An example hi-
erarchy of representations is displayed in Figure . We devel-
oped a library called jGLChartUtil to provide data graphic
representations.

Interaction
LiveRAC uses the visualization and interaction technique
called accordion drawing (AD) [18] described in the related
work section. LiveRAC users select a rectangular region us-
ing the mouse, and then use click-drag operations to stretch
and squish the selection. The edges of the display are fixed
such that all data is visible at all times on the display, al-
though some data may be in a highly aggregated state. All
navigation actions are animated which helps prevent the user
from becoming lost [[ref]].

LiveRAC provides keyboard and mouse shortcuts to help
users navigate the data more quickly. These rapid naviga-
tion functions include: zooming for a single cell, grow an
individual column, direct manipulation of grid lines, grow
a device group, and zoom out to overview. We also intro-
duce user defined groups of network devices and columns
called focus groups. Focus groups can be grown or shrunk
together. Items added to a focus group do not have to be ad-
jacent. This lets the user grow multiple focus areas quickly
and simultaneously if they have groupings of recurring in-
terest. LiveRAC is the first accordion drawing system to in-
troduce focus groups.

Temporal navigation
LiveRAC lets users look at a window of time which can scale
from minutes to months. Users can select the time window
using a double edged slider. LiveRAC also supports VCR-
like control plays forward through data in realtime or faster
than realtime. Real time playback allows users to view live
data, faster than realtime playback is useful for rapidly view-
ing archived data. LiveRAC is the first accordion drawing
system to support a time dimension.

Linking
Users need to correlate events visible in data graphic repre-
sentations between network devices and columns. Because
the size of focus regions in the matrix view may be different,
and some graphic representations may be too small to pro-
vide labels, it can be difficult for a user to make spatial judg-
ments of precise time intervals between columns. A linked
mark is therefore provided. When the user moves the mouse
over one graphic representation, the same instant in time is
marked on all graphics.

Reordering and Sorting
Arranging and grouping rows and columns in the matrix
view is vital to making small-multiples comparisons needed
for exploratory data analysis [5]. Users can specify an ar-
bitrary ordering of rows and columns in LiveRAC. Because
the number of monitored network devices is typically quite
large, assets can be sorted using metadata such as asset name,
location, logical group or customer. Users can also sort de-
vices based on column data. For example, systems with the
highest load average can be sorted to the top or bottom.

Search
LiveRAC provides a progressive search mechanism for net-
work device names and metadata. A keyboard shortcut sup-
ports growing all search results simultaneously.
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Figure 3. LiveRAC uses a modular architecture. The PRISAD accor-
dion drawing infrastructure provides API’s on which the LiveRAC ap-
plication is built. The SWIFT interface layer provides a network client-
server interface to the SWIFT data collection and processing services.
Shaded boxes indicate modules where we have made significant contri-
butions.

LiveRAC implements a threaded, modular architecture that
utilizes the PRISAD [18] accordion drawing API. The ap-
plication layer manages user interaction, enqueues data re-
quests and renders the data view. The gridding and data
management layer maintains the data structures necessary
for addressing each cell in the matrix layout, stores data re-
trieved from the server and maintains information regard-
ing cell representations. PRISAD provides an API for ac-
cordion drawing. Extensive modifications were made to the
PRISAD grid infrastructure, described in Section to provide
the dynamic add, remove and reorder functionality required
by LiveRAC.

LiveRAC’s implementation is based on Java, with native bind-
ings to hardware accelerated OpenGL through the JOGL li-
brary [19]. We designed LiveRAC to use a client-server
model for connecting to a data server. Currently LiveRAC
has bindings for an AT&T internal data server called SWIFT
which collects and pre-process data, but other bindings will
be developed in the future. The client-server architecture
enables the visualization client to run on a standard desktop
PC while supporting interaction with gigabytes of data. The
server can collect data on an ongoing 24/7 basis and per-
form data processing operations such as computing rolling,
weighted averages and aggregates.

SWIFT
SWIFT [24] is a set of data storage, aggregation and visual-
ization tools that allows data from many distinct sources to
be integrated into a single self-describing data format. Data
sources currently integrated into SWIFT include SNMP, in-
trusion detection systems and Microsoft Windows system
monitors. The underlying system is extensible so virtually
any data source can be mapped into the schema.
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SWIFT queries and filters can be compiled into shared li-
braries that execute rapidly over large sets of records. Sev-
eral visualizations have been developed for SWIFT, includ-
ing: geographic, node-link, and table based.

LiveRAC provides a new visualization front-end for SWIFT
data. Where previous SWIFT visualizations have focused
on the physical relationships between network devices and
high-level dashboards, LiveRAC’s goal is to provide a scal-
able, highly-interactive, information-dense matrix encoding
for the time-series data associated with network devices. Liv-
eRAC queries SWIFT progressively when users select fo-
cus regions. Initially, only overview data is loaded. Data
required for plotting graphic representations is queried on
an on-demand basis. This keeps the memory requirements
for the client modest despite the volume of data that can be
viewed.

Data model abstraction & Configuration
Although we use network management terminology through-
out this paper to describe LiveRAC features and visual en-
coding, LiveRAC has been designed with abstraction as a
core design principal. These abstractions include:

• Network assets can be replaced with any type of data source.

• Columns are actually strips of information that need not
be confined to a vertical orientation in the future.

• Parameters being monitored from network assets are sim-
ply input channels.

• Many strips used similar data types that would use the
same set of graphical representations to display at each
level-of-detail. These sets of graphical representations
could be abstracted and shared as visual templates.

• Charts are graphical data representations, other non-chart
representations can be used in cells so long as they can be
stored in an OpenGL display list.

Dynamic accordion drawing
To fully support scalable dynamic reordering, adding, and
removing of rows & columns, the following requirements
were established for each grid line:

1. Worst case logarithmic insert and remove operation

2. Linear scalability in memory usage

3. Arbitrary ordering

4. Locate, insert and remove grid lines by index number in
log time without reindexing after insert / remove / reorder
operations

We used a red-black tree[40] as the basis for our dynamic
data structure which supported requirements 1 - 3. How-
ever, traditional tree structures do not support requirement 4,
necessitating the development of a custom red-black tree im-
plementation. LiveRAC is the first accordion drawing based
system to support this fully dynamic, scalable grid system.
The infrastructure can support over a million grid lines on
each axis.

FORMATIVE EVALUATION
We designed the LiveRAC visualization system using an on-
going iterative approach that involved research and network
professionals from AT&T from the proof-of-concept through
to the high-fidelity prototype stages. Data collected for our
design includes:

• Group meeting notes

• Interaction log data

• Surveys

• Individual debriefs

We will discuss a set of visual case studies that provide work-
ing examples of findings from real data. We will then dis-
cuss the preliminary results from our field deployment of
LiveRAC, and then summarize our key findings.

Visual case studies
Visual case studies in Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 demon-
strate results from using the LiveRAC system. We compare
performing certain types of queries using LiveRAC to other
web-based visualizations available for SWIFT.

In Figure 4 obtaining the same information using the tabular
and chart data in the SWIFT visualizations would require at
least four display windows to be open just to display the data
concerning the four most heavily loaded devices. Further-
more, each of these display windows would require scrolling
to view charts. Obtaining the list of most heavily loaded de-
vices would require writing a custom query and report, or
navigating to each asset manually.

The erroneous data in Figure 5 would only be detected using
other SWIFT visualizations by navigating specifically to the
charts page for the devices with the malfunction monitoring
daemons. The red swatches in LiveRAC drew immediate
attention, and the wild variations in memory use are clearly
visible as being unusual even in the no-label sparkline view.

The details available in Figure 6 would be almost impos-
sible to derive with other SWIFT visualizations. We can
see sparkline data for 20 devices in this view, and more ag-
gregated information for half a dozen others. Comparing
the alarm event and checking the high-water mark on the
other devices would require 20 windows open to do side-
by-side comparisons, plus the navigation actions required
to load them. Creating this view in LiveRAC required two
rectangle-select-drag operations that were completed in about
20 seconds.

All of the material for the visual case studies was found
through interpreting the overview and zooming on regions
of interest. Even without selecting focus regions it is possi-
ble to see important details that would be hidden by a dash-
board approach. For example, it is trivial to see which crit-
ical thresholds have been exceeded and what asset groups
were most severely affected, even when viewing 4000 assets
simultaneously.
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Figure 4. Around 4000 network assets are sorted by their mean load average. The topmost region showing the most heavily loaded assets has been
slightly expanded. Four devices have exceeded the ”Major” threshold (orange), but none exceed the critical (red) threshold for load. Furthermore,
we can see that although high load average systems tend to have the highest network utilization (marked critical), they are configured with sufficient
memory as indicated by low swap utilization (gray).

Although LiveRAC found results for these queries that re-
quire significantly more navigations in other SWIFT visual-
izations, the SWIFT visualizations offer types of views that
are not available through LiveRAC. LiveRAC was not de-
signed to support the geographic, block-diagram and device
inventory views provided by the other SWIFT visualizations.
LiveRAC enhances the SWIFT visualization suite by sup-
porting queries that were not previously possible.

Participant feedback and Discussion
We provided LiveRAC to a limited group of senior network
management operations staff. At the time of writing thirteen
AT&T internal participants had tried the LiveRAC system,
with four of these being regular users. Our approach has
been to identify and collaborate with participants who were
most interested in trying experimental new technology. Of
the participants who tried the system but are not frequent
users, most are management and do not regularly monitor
system state as part of their work activities. Their interaction
with LiveRAC was mostly based on curiosity after seeing
demos or finding out about the system from email commu-
nications. The four regular users of our system were all part
of the life cycle engineer team.

We found that LiveRAC fit well into the middle ground of
providing more information than dashboard approaches, while
still providing details on demand. This was supported by
feedback from users in multiple discussions. For example,

in one discussion Bill, a principal systems architect, told
us, ”What I liked about the, um, LiveRAC, ... where, if
there was a particular alarm, you could put that, uh, verti-
cal line and look at all the other parameters, where like if
CPU spiked ... you could look at all the other parameters
and see where they are, or what we found was there was
critical alarms on, uhh, ping test, but when you looked at the
cpu utilization was extremely low, ... so, you, you could get
a sense of the health of the asset... ”. He was also impressed
by the overview capabilities: ”With LiveRAC we can see all
the assets for a customer, 4000 assets on the screen.”

We discussed the possibility of creating a ”health value”
metric for each device based on weighted analysis of its pa-
rameters with members of the life cycle engineering team
and their managers. However, consensus was that even should
such a metric be possible, a tool would still be needed to
investigate the validity of any such number. The complex-
ity of the environment tends to cause such highly simplified
values to yield too many false positives or false negatives to
be trusted by end users. Support from visualization systems
like LiveRAC allow users to arrive at conclusions they can
trust because they can see the details that were used to derive
the result. [[ I could add trust questions to an exit survey to
better support. ]]

We were interested in what other commercial tools had been
used in the network operation data centers to manage sys-
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Figure 5. High used memory levels tripped the critical threshold values (red) for these two systems. Zooming in on the two flagged systems, the author
discovered the SWIFT data collection system was returning erroneous negative memory values. This was reported to the data collection team, who
were able to fix the problem the day before before they received complaints from members of the network operations team that some of the systems
were reporting strange memory values.

Figure 6. An network ops investigator can respond to the ping latency alarm by enlarging the flagged system, requiring only a move of the mouse and
two clicks forward on the scroll wheel. Not only has an alarm been generated but the latency exceeded the threshold and has been flagged to orange.
We can quickly compare the latency to other systems and see this asset is experiencing significantly longer ping delays, although we can also see that
the high water mark is similar across a large number of assets indicating a period of intense activity.
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tems and how these tools had performed. One reason oper-
ations adopted SWIFT is it provided capabilities not avail-
able in the other systems they had tried. Tim, a senior tech-
nical architect, described the commercial enterprise system
they had been using previously as ”totally inadequate”. Liv-
eRAC’s unique AD+SZ visualization approach adds capa-
bilities not available in other systems.

In two separate group discussion sessions, participants stressed
the importance of being able to produce reports that inte-
grated into their tool chain. This was a critical function as a
key component of the LCE role requires interfacing and data
sharing with customers. To support this requirement, we de-
veloped a Microsoft Excel export reporting system. We be-
lieve integration into the end user tool chain is a vital, and
often neglected, component of visualization systems.

Challenges
Visualization systems have not had significant penetration
into corporate environments and many barriers to adoption
exist. Some of these are common to the introduction of any
new, complex system. However, this barrier is higher for
visualization research since it tends to employ novel data
representations and interaction techniques. We believe that
these systems can be shown to have value, but expect that
adoption will be a slow and time-consuming process even
with strong research results.

Overcoming training barriers has been a significant chal-
lenge in our field deployment. The situation is exacerbated
by time constraints of our participants and their disparate
physical locations, problems which would be faced intro-
ducing any new visualization system in a corporate environ-
ment. We provided written documentation via the same in-
ternal web site used to launch the client, but we were not
surprised to discover that very few of our participants read
it. A screencast video was available at the same internal site
as the documentation and could be watched as often as the
users desired. [[ web server logs for # of views ]] Although
the screencast helped, the interaction method is sufficiently
different from interfaces participants and the time our partic-
ipants have available to apply to learning the system is such
that we feel it may be several months before it is integrated
into their work flow.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The encouraging preliminary results from participants in the
project and the results we have obtained by interacting with
the system have led us to believe we should bring more par-
ticipants into the project and develop a full-scale field study.
We believe the LiveRAC visualization system may be help-
ful to network management staff at response tier 2, and other
areas of tier 3. There will need to be continued development
of the LiveRAC visualization system to improve usability
and provide features that will better integrate the system into
the network management staff tool chain. Our objective with
the field study is to understand where LiveRAC evolves into
their workflow and what kinds of discoveries they are able
to make with it.

Some of the lower level objectives of the field study will
include:

• What types of queries will users use LiveRAC for?

• Do users use multiple-focii?

• Which interaction methods do the users prefer when using
AD?

The results of our formative evaluation have identified a num-
ber of features we plan to implement in the next version of
LiveRAC. These include:

• More compact heatmap based representations

• Improved query performance

• Visual representations of server-based feature detection

• Realtime updates for all column group and template mod-
ifications

We also plan to apply the LiveRAC system to other data
back-ends and develop additional data abstractions to make
it a more flexible, general visualization platform.

CONCLUSION
LiveRAC is an effective, field deployed visualization sys-
tem for network management data. LiveRAC supports net-
work operations staff tasks by targeting the middle ground
between high level dashboards and low level network tools.
LiveRAC’s combined accordion drawing and semantic zoom
allows a system overview to be present while showing vary-
ing levels of detail in user-specified regions of interest. Liv-
eRAC’s reorderable matrix visual encoding and high data
density allows small multiples comparisons between data
graphic representations.

Our explorations with the LiveRAC tool and the feedback
from users of the system suggest that LiveRAC is effective
in a field environment. Participants were particularly en-
thused and impressed with the capability to see meaningful
data about 4000 assets simultaneously. As a flexible system
with several layers of abstraction, LiveRAC will be applied
to more data sets in the future.
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